Ours: application-based programming

- room combine
- paging manager
- distributed program bus
- gain-sharing automixer
- conferencing with aec

Theirs: function-based programming
Theirs takes a week; ours takes an afternoon

The hardest parts are already done
Halogen provides innovative processing blocks that simplify complex multizone background music, paging and room combine scenarios. A unique Paging Manager, Distributed Program Bus, and the use of Wire Tags makes dense spaghetti systems readable and easier to understand. This means less dragging and dropping, less repetitive virtual wiring. Halogen understands the systems you need to build.

More than enough to play with
- 4 HAL base models
- 5 input/output Expanders for the HAL1x
- 23 RAD input/output models
- 4 Digital Remote Control models
- 2 DR Logic Expander models
- Over 50 drag-and-drop processing blocks
- Combinations of all the above

We even color code HAL’s back, to match our software.